CS2.1

Design Ceiling Speaker

AUDAC
Features
- Design ceiling loudspeakers in modern metal
housing, with an aluminium grill
- True-to-nature sound reproduction
- Quick and easy installation
- Discreet mount in wall or ceiling
- Wide dispersion sound
- High efficiency
- Shielded neodymium magnet
- Built-in self resetting protection circuit

Applications
- Offices
- Boutiques
- Shops
- Hotel rooms
- Private houses

The CS2.1 Cuban speaker features a 2” full range
loudspeaker with a shielded neodymium magnet,
which is capable of producing up to 10 W RMS, with
a maximum of 20 W.
The uniquely designed CUBAN square loudspeakers are flush-mounted ceiling and/or wall speakers,
which provide high-quality, wide-dispersion sound
while remaining as discreet as possible. Efficiency
is very important for inside-wall applications.
AUDAC’s highly efficient Cuban series answers to
this need with its ability to generate great sound
with very little power. In fact, the Cuban speaker can
generate sound from solid surfaces by utilizing only
3 to 25 watts.
These high-performance speakers have a smallperforated designer grill and are ideal for offices,
boutiques, shops and hotel rooms. If used in combination with an AUDAC subwoofer, the sound will be
even better. A built-in self resetting protection circuit
guarantees a long lifetime without any loss of quality
or power.
The Cuban speakers are made of a strong, metal
housing with easy mounting springs for quick and
comfortable installation.

Specifications
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Max. power
RMS power
Frequency response -3dB
Sound pressure 1 W / 1m
Sound pressure max W / 1m
Impedance
PRODUCT FEATURES
Dimensions (Width x Height x Depth)
Weight net
Driver
Construction
Connection cable length
Mounting
Front finish
Colour
Cut-out measurement
SHIPPING & ORDERING
Packaging
Shipping weight & volume
Accessories

20 W
10 W
250 Hz - 18 kHz
85 dB
95 dB
8 Ohm
102 x 102 x 90 mm
590 g
2”
Metal housing
370 mm
Mounting springs
Brushed aluminium frame with Black
aluminium grill
Brushed aluminium + Black
85 x 85 mm
Carton box
620 Kg - 0.062 Cbm
CTR06: 100 V Line transformer 6 W
CTR24: 100 V Line transformer 24 W

*AUDAC reserves the right to change specifications without notice: this is part
of our policy to continually improve our products

The front shows a black aluminum grid embedded in
an aluminum frame, giving the speaker a dazzlingly
modern design. When an additional line transformer, like AUDAC’s CTR06 or CTR24, is applied, the
Cuban series speaker can be perfectly adapted in a
100V speaker line application.
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